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Abstract. We briey consider certi�cate revocation lists (CRLs), and

ask whether they could, and should, be eliminated, in favor of other

mechanisms. In most cases, the answer seems to be \yes." We suggest

some possible replacement mechanisms.

1 Introduction

The notion of a \digital certi�cate" was introduced by Kohnfelder in his 1978

MIT bachelor's thesis[2]. The idea, now common, was that a certi�cate is a

digitally signed statement binding the key-holder's name to a public key. The

signer (or issuer) is often called a certi�cate authority (CA). Since then, the

notion of a certi�cate has been expanded to include:

{ Labeling a public key with a label or attribute, such as a nickname, group

name, SDSI name, account number, photo, etc.

{ Authorizing a key (or all keys with a given label or name) to do something.

The SPKI/SDSI e�ort[1, 6] explores some of these varieties of certi�cates. In

any case, a certi�cate typically speci�es the issuer, the subject, an issue date,

and an expiration date.

Certi�cates are an essential component of any infrastructure to support dig-

ital signatures. Suppose a \signer" Alice sends a signed message M to an \ac-

ceptor" (or \veri�er") Bob. Alice signed the message with her private key, and

Bob can verify her signature with her public key. The message M might be a

piece of email, a request for a copy of a document that Bob has, or a contract.

Presumably, Bob is making some decision about the message, such as whether

to ignore it altogether, or to reply to the request it contains. Otherwise why

should Alice bother to sign it? And Bob's decision presumably depends on which

key signed it, and the properties that have been associated with that key. If Bob

makes a favorable decision, he accepts the message (and sends Alice a reply, or

the document, or whatever).

In addition to the messageM and her signature onM , Alice may send along

other evidence or credentials that will help induce Bob to accept the message.

Such evidence typically takes the form of a set of certi�cates. For example, Alice

may include a certi�cate binding the name \Alice Smith" to her public key. Or,

she may include a certi�cate authorizing her public key to request a copy of a

con�dential corporate memo.



The standard problem we now address, is that certi�cates have the potential

of going \stale." Alice may change her last name, or be �red from the company.

The name-binding certi�cate or the authorization certi�cate may no longer be

appropriate, and the issuer may thus wish to \revoke" a previously-issued cer-

ti�cate.

Periodically-issued \certi�cate revocation lists" are one common approach

to revoking certi�cates; each such list speci�es what unexpired certi�cates have

been revoked, and when the next CRL will be issued. (See, for example, Menezes

et al.[3], section 13.6.3.) The CRL is signed by the issuer. For example, a company

might issue a weekly CRL for its employee's certi�cates. The acceptor has to

download the most recent CRL from each relevant CA in order to check the

validity of the signer's certi�cates.

2 The acceptor should set recency requirements

Bob, the acceptor, will care that the certi�cates that Alice supplies as evidence

in support of her message are not stale (e.g. revoked). He wants her evidence to

be recent; he wants to see recently-issued certi�cates. Alice may supply day-old,

week-old, or year-old certi�cates. Bob must decide whether they are acceptable

evidence or not. He will need to set \recency requirements" for the decision he

is going to make about whether or not to accept and act upon Alice's message.

We now come to one of the major points of this paper:

Proposition 1: Recency requirements must be set by the acceptor, not by the

certi�cate issuer (CA).

The reason is that the acceptor is the one who is running the risk if his

decision is wrong, not the CA. If \Bob" is an electronic badge-checker at a door

to a sensitive room, he may want at most day-old evidence of employment at

the company. Weekly-issued CRL's can't meet his requirements.

We thus have as a corollary:

Corollary 1: Periodically-issued CRL's are wrong, because they are inconsistent

with Proposition 1.

One can also criticize CRL's since they make \negative statements." In line

with the principles of good writing, one would prefer only to make \positive

statements." One of the goals of this paper is to explore the extent to which a

certi�cate infrastructure can be built entirely around positive statements.

3 The signer should supply all relevant evidence

This section proposes a design principle for certi�cate infrastructures. The justi-

�cation for this principle is economy, rather than security. Nonetheless, we give

it here as it helps round out our vision for certi�cate infrastructures.

Proposition 2.The signer can (and should) supply all the evidence the acceptor

needs, including recency information.



Instead of having the acceptor query the CA for CRL's or the like, we ask that

the signer obtain any such necessary evidence, and present it with his signature.

We argue that

{ The signer can query the CA just as well as the acceptor can.

{ The recency information obtained may be useful again later to the signer.

{ This structure puts any burden on the signer (the client), rather than on a

possibly overworked acceptor (the server).

{ In many case, this allows the acceptor (server) to be implemented in a state-

less manner. For example, Bob can reply to Alice, \Sorry, please make sure

that all of your evidence is at most one week old," and then forget about

Alice until she comes back again, rather than having to rummage all over the

Internet to see if Alice's certi�cates are still OK. A stateless server design is

less vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks.

The only exception to having the signer provide all necessary evidence might

be when the acceptor wants an \absolute recency check," for which he can do

an on-line check himself.

4 New certi�cates are the best evidence

If Alice needs to get more recent evidence to convince Bob, then she might just

as well get the relevant certi�cates re-issued.

Proposition 3.The simplest form of \recency evidence" is just a (more-) recently-

issued certi�cate.

While this may seem to require an on-line CA, we note that a two-level

scheme such as the elegant one suggested by Micali[4] can be used to allow an

on-line agent to re-validate certi�cates previously issued by an o�-line CA. Naor

and Nissim[5] and Kocher[this proceedings] have related proposals.

This structure seems to give the right sort of behavior. If Bob is willing to

take a month-old employment certi�cate, even if it might now be inaccurate,

�ne. If he demands a certi�cate that is at most a day old, then a recently-�red

Alice won't be able to provide one.

5 Certi�cate guarantees

Of course, an issuer may know something about when or how often he might

change his mind about the statement he is making in a certi�cate. A \standard"

certi�cate says something like,

[Standard certi�cate guarantee] \This certi�cate is good until the expi-

ration date. Unless, of course, you hear that it has been revoked."

Not a very useful statement. The acceptor is always required to check to see if a

certi�cate has been revoked. SPKI/SDSI is at the other end of the spectrum:



[SPKI/SDSI certi�cate guarantee] \This certi�cate is good until the ex-

piration date. Period."

This is much better for the acceptor; he never has to check whether a certi�-

cate has been revoked. In many cases, this can be made to work well enough by

having certi�cates with reasonably short validity periods, or by restricting such

certi�cates to applications where the issuer has the authority to make his state-

ment valid for the stated validity period. However, in other cases an issuer might

be tempted to have validity periods that are too long, and cause an acceptor to

su�er some undue risk.

In addition, the issuer may not be willing to re-issue certi�cates arbitrarily;

there may be some limits to what he is willing to do. We imagine that a more

general guarantee might take this into account, as well as any other information

about when the validity of the statement might change. We suggest the following

sort of guarantee.

[Proposed general certi�cate guarantee] \This certi�cate is de�nitely

good from (date-time-1) until (date-time-2). The issuer also expects this

certi�cate to be good until (date-time-3), but a careful acceptor might

wish to demand a more recent certi�cate. This certi�cate should never

be considered as valid after (date-time-3)."

The certi�cate goes through three phases: (1) guaranteed, (2) probable, and (3)

expired, in contrast to the standard certi�cate, which goes through (1) probable

(2) expired, or the SPKI/SDSI certi�cate, which goes through (1) guaranteed,

(2) expired. An acceptor may reasonably accept a certi�cate in its \probable"

phase if there is little at risk. If necessary, the acceptor may insist that the signer

go back to the issuer and get a certi�cate that is still in its guaranteed phase.

We conjecture that such a structure can yield great bene�ts in helping both

signers and acceptors clearly de�ne their intentions and security policies. By giv-

ing certi�cates a nonempty guaranteed phase, the issuer is informing potential

acceptors about the length of time that the certi�cate is necessarily valid, and

simultaneously protecting himself from needless queries for more recent certi�-

cates within this period. This is de�nitely an improvement over CRL's, whose

certi�cates have no guaranteed period. Furthermore, the probable phase allows

low-value or low-risk transactions to proceed without needless checking.

6 Key Compromise is Di�erent

One of the standard reasons why a certi�cate might be revoked is that there

is evidence that the key-holder has lost control of, or lost, his private key. We

suggest that this issue should be separated out and handled di�erently. Ordi-

nary certi�cates should not be revoked merely because the key is compromised.

Rather, the signer should present separate evidence to the acceptor that the

key has not been compromised. Since, in this framework, the no-compromise

evidence is separate, the ordinary certi�cates can continue to be \valid" even



though the key has been compromised. In this way, ordinary CA's do not have

to deal with this issue at all.

How does this work?

First of all, we propose that the \standard" way of declaring a key to be com-

promised is to publish a note, signed by that key declaring it to be compromised,

or dead. We call this note a \suicide note." PGP uses this mechanism. So the

key-holder can notify anyone that his key has been compromised by signing and

distributing such a note. The key-holder might save such a note in a safe place,

in case his private key is lost. Note that if a key gets published on the Internet,

anyone can sign such a suicide note.

There is a very interesting question, which is seldom addressed in the conven-

tional certi�cate literature, regarding the question as to who should be allowed

to declare a key as compromised or lost, and on what basis? Clearly the original

owner of the key should be able to; but who else?

For example, suppose Bob makes up a public-key pair, and then registers to

use this pair with an on-line service that charges an annual fee. In return for his

fee, Bob obtains an authorization certi�cate that enables him to use the service.

Bob then distributes the private key to all of his friends so that they may obtain

the service for free. Should the service, which now has evidence that Bob has

distributed his key, be able to declare the key as compromised? Perhaps. It is

reasonable to suppose that some services might want to receive an escrowed copy

of a suicide note in return for the authorization certi�cate they are issuing, so

that the signer would be discouraged from sharing his key. We'll see a slightly

better approach in a second.

Now, back to the basic scenario. Alice presents a signed message M to Bob,

together with a collection of certi�cates. Bob is happy with the certi�cates, but

wants to know if Alice's key has been compromised. How can Alice convince Bob

that her key has not been declared compromised?

We propose the use of a new kind of agent, called a \key compromise agent"

(KCA), or a \suicide bureau"(SB). There may be many such agents; they form

an association that certi�es its members, and they share a high-speed reliable

network. When Alice creates her public key pair, she registers the public key

with one such SB. The suicide bureaus listen attentively to their network and

elsewhere for any suicide notes signed by keys belonging to users registered with

them. Anyone who receives a suicide note can forward it to any SB, who will

broadcast it on the SB network.

Alice's SB can then give Alice a \certi�cate of health" of the form:

[Certi�cate of health] \The public key (....) was registered with this bu-

reau on (date). Since then, no evidence has been received that the key

has been lost or compromised."

Alice can then present this certi�cate of health to Bob with her other certi�-

cates. Bob can demand a more recent health certi�cate, if he wishes.

With this, we see that we have now eliminated CRL's entirely, and can have

a signer present evidence of the desired sort entirely in the form of certi�cates.



The signer and acceptor can negotiate the recency required on these certi�cates,

and the signer can go o� and obtain more recent ones as necessary.

As a �nal wrinkle, we note that the signer might not need to give a suicide

note to a service provider. A weaker form of delegation might be better. The

signer could sign an authorization certi�cate authorizing the service provider to

transmit a \bill of bad health" to the SB's. The SB might then no longer issue

a certi�cate of health to the signer. This is not much di�erent than giving a

suicide note in escrow to the service provider, but it does help the SB's clearly

identify the source of their information. (A suicide note sent by anonymous email

would be acted upon, but it is preferable to have the sources of such information

identi�ed when possible. The authorization certi�cate allows that.)

7 Conclusions

We see that one can do without CRL's. Indeed, it is possible to organize a certi�-

cate infrastructure so that a signer can present just a collection of certi�cates to

the acceptor as evidence in support of the signature and the signed message. The

acceptor and signer might negotiate about the recency of some of the certi�cates,

in which case it is the signer's responsibility to get more recent replacements.

We suggest that such a framework would be an improvement over the use of

CRL's.
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